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Disclaimer 

GS1®, under its IP Policy, seeks to avoid uncertainty regarding intellectual property claims by requiring the 
participants in the Work Group that developed this document to agree to grant to GS1 members a royalty-
free licence or a FRAND licence to Necessary Claims, as that term is defined in the GS1 IP Policy. 
Furthermore, attention is drawn to the possibility that an implementation of one or more features of this 
Specification may be the subject of a patent or other intellectual property right that does not involve a 
Necessary Claim. Any such patent or other intellectual property right is not subject to the licencing obligations 

of GS1. Moreover, the agreement to grant licences provided under the GS1 IP Policy does not include IP 
rights and any claims of third parties who were not participants in the Work Group. 

Accordingly, GS1 recommends that any organization developing an implementation designed to be in 
conformance with this Specification should determine whether there are any patents that may encompass a 
specific implementation that the organisation is developing in compliance with the Specification and whether a 
licence under a patent or other intellectual property right is needed. Such a determination of a need for 

licencing should be made in view of the details of the specific system designed by the organisation in 
consultation with their own patent counsel. 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITH NO WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGMENT, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY WARRANTY OTHER 
WISE ARISING OUT OF THIS SPECIFICATION. GS1 disclaims all liability for any damages arising from use or 
misuse of this Standard, whether special, indirect, consequential, or compensatory damages, and including 
liability for infringement of any intellectual property rights, relating to use of information in or reliance upon 

this document. 

GS1 retains the right to make changes to this document at any time, without notice. GS1 makes no warranty 
for the use of this document and assumes no responsibility for any errors which may appear in the document, 
nor does it make a commitment to update the information contained herein. 

GS1 and the GS1 logo are registered trademarks of GS1 AISBL. 
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Adjustments 

In the following, functional adjustments to the GS1 DQX Service are announced. 

For more information on adjustments in the next release, please refer to the general release notes 
in the download area at www.gs1.de/dqx. 

1 Introduction of the visual validation extension 

As first announced in November 2021, the gradual introduction of the visual validation extension 
began on June 27, 2022 with the introduction of attribute group 1 in phase 1.  

The previous approach to visual validations, the importance of the visual validation extension for 
visual validations, as well as the introduction procedure are described in the following chapters 1.1, 

1.2 and 1.3. 

1.1 Approach to visual validation before the introduction of the visual 
validation extension 

Before the introduction of the visual validation extension, information in the data set was checked 
within the scope of the GS1 DQX Visual Validation exclusively by comparing it with information on 
product images/artworks relevant to visual validations.  

It is still the case that an attribute is not currently visually validated if there is no information in this 
attribute. Likewise, in many cases it does not currently represent an error if information does not 

fully correspond to the product image/artwork. Details can be found in the GS1 DQX Kompendium in 
the download area at www.gs1.de/dqx. 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Significance of the visual validation extension 

With the introduction of the visual validation extension since the end of June 2022, further steps are 
being taken to move decisively closer to the goal of the digital twin:  

The previous validation direction from the data set to the product image/artwork is gradually being 
extended to include the validation direction from the product image/artwork to the data set. Hence, 
depending on the attribute all information from the product images/artworks is also expected in the 
data set. This enables a validation that ensures the completeness of data sets. 

 

 

 

 

 

The following figure illustrates the effect of the visual validation extension on the GS1 DQX Service: 

Figure 1: Validation of data set against product image/artwork 

Figure 2: Validation in both directions 

http://www.gs1.de/dqx
http://www.gs1.de/dqx
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Figure 3: GS1 DQX before and after the introduction of the visual validation extension 

1.3 Procedure of the introduction  

The first phase comprises the introduction of the visual validation extension without 
technical adaptation of the visual validation software.  

This process change of the visual validation enables an extension of the validation direction. In 
addition, the product image/artwork is compared with the data set. However, this only takes place if 

there is already information in the attribute to be visually validated. Attributes that are not filled are 

still not visually validated by GS1 DQX in this phase.  

Note: The basic conditions for triggering visual validations do not change due to the 
introduction of the visual validation extension (see "Description of the functionality of 
Data Quality Excellence (GS1 DQX)" in the download area at www.gs1.de/dqx). 
 

The inclusion of attributes in this phase is done in groups and happens gradually. For 2022, four 

attribute groups have been agreed upon with the GS1 DQX PCO Expertengruppe (see Figure 4, 
below). As these attribute groups are subject to continuous internal testing until go-live, it is 
possible that the current grouping of attributes and the plan to introduce the visual validation 
extension for the attributes mentioned may still change to a certain extent. Attributes for which this 
already applies are crossed out in Figure 4. 

http://www.gs1.de/dqx
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Figure 4: Overview of the attribute groups in phase 1 
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2 Introduction of the the fourth attribute group in phase 1 

The attribute group "Animal feeding" is the fourth and last group of phase 1, with whose go-live 
on December 12, 2022 the gradual introduction of the visual validation extension will be 
continued. Its introduction has been announced since May 2022 by means of release notes for the 
functional release.  

The fourth group includes the following attributes: 

• Feed lifestage / Language [M441] 

• Minimum weight of animal being fed / UOM [M442] 

• Maximum weight of animal being fed / UOM [M443] 

• Feeding amount / UOM [M445] 

• Minimum feeding amount / UOM [M447] 

• Maximum feeding amount / UOM [M448] 

• Feed composition statement [M472] 

The introduction of the visual validation extension for the attribute 

• Nutrient basis quantity / UOM [M072] 

was moved from the second attribute group "Ingredients / Nutritional information / Vitamins" to the 
fourth attribute group based on decisions by the GS1 DQX PCO Expertengruppe. 

Attribute-specific visual validation extension information for the above attributes can be found in the 

updated version of the GS1 DQX Kompendium since November 3, 2022, which is available in the 
download area at www.gs1.de/dqx. 

Important: Within the framework of the pending testing of the visual validation extension for this 
attribute group, there may still be changes to the validation extension scope, which will be 

announced separately before the implementation of the validation extension. 

The exclusion from the visual validation of the attribute  

• Recommended frequency of feeding [M449] 

was decided upon by the GS1 DQX PCO Expertengruppe and is anticipated to be implemented with 
release 23.02. Thus, the visual validation extension will not be introduced for this attribute. 

Background to the introduction of the attribute group: The animal feed 
attributes included in the attribute group are intended to represent information on 
animal feed that is usually legally binding making it essential to ensure complete 
information in the respective attributes.  

The visual validation extension of the attribute "Nutrient basis quantity / UOM 
[M072]" ensures the complete indication of nutrition tables by identifying missing 
repetitions from the product image/artwork. 

The functionality of the visual validation extension is outlined in the examples in chapter 3 Examples 

for the visual validation extension without technical adaptation. 

 

  

http://www.gs1.de/dqx
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3 Examples for the visual validation extension without 
technical adaptation 

In the following, on the basis of the attributes "Packaging marked label accreditation code [M309]" 
(as part of the first attribute group), "Vitamins / Minerals: Code [M067]" (as part of the second 
attribute group), "Compulsory additive label information [M094]" (as part of the third attribute 
group) and "Nutrient basis quantity / UOM [M072]" (as part of the fourth attribute group) illustrate 
how the visual validation extension works in phase 1.   

In the "Product image" column, all the information from the product image that is relevant for the 
attribute is named. 

Examples for attribute group 1 

Example 1: The attribute "Packaging marked label accreditation code [M309]" contains information 

so the requirements for the validation extension without technical adaptation are fulfilled. 

Data set Product image 

 

EU_ORGANIC_FARMING 

 

  

➢ Result of the extended visual validation: In the data set, the information 
"BIO_LABEL_GERMAN" is also expected.  

➢ Evaluation: Error (= red GS1 DQX Certificate) 

Example 2: The requirements for the validation extension without technical adaptation are not 
fulfilled because there is no information in the attribute "Packaging marked label accreditation code 
[M309]".  

Data set Product image 

 

 

➢ The attribute is not yet checked.  

➢ Evaluation: not relevant (depending on the further test results of the data set, the 
GS1 DQX Certificate can be "passed" = green) 

 

Examples for attribute group 2 

Example 1: The attribute "Vitamins / Minerals: Code [M067]" contains information so the 

requirements for the validation extension without technical adaptation are fulfilled. 
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Data set Product image 

FE - Eisen 

 

➢ Result of the extended visual validation: The data set is expected to contain the additional 

information "VITB12 - Vitamin B 12".  

➢ Evaluation: Error (= red GS1 DQX Certificate) 

Example 2: The requirements for the visual validation extension without technical adaptation are 
not fulfilled because there is no information in the attribute "Vitamins / Minerals: Code [M067]". 

Data set Product image 

 

 

➢ The attribute is not yet checked.  

➢ Evaluation: not relevant (depending on the further test results of the data set, the 

GS1 DQX Certificate can be "passed" = green) 

 

Examples for attribute group 3 

Example 1: The attribute "Compulsory additive label information [M094]" contains information so 

the requirements for the validation extension without technical adaptation are fulfilled. 

Data set Product image 

Chininhaltig. 

 

 

➢ Result of the extended visual validation: In the data set, the additional information 

"Erhöhter Koffeingehalt. Für Kinder und schwangere oder stillende Frauen nicht empfohlen 
(32mg/100 ml)." is expected.  
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➢ Evaluation: Error (= red GS1 DQX Certificate) 

Example 2: The requirements for the visual validation extension without technical adaptation are 

not fulfilled because there is no information in the attribute "Compulsory additive label information 
[M094]".  

Data set Product image 

 

 

➢ The attribute is not yet checked.  

➢ Evaluation: not relevant (depending on the further test results of the data set, the 
GS1 DQX Certificate can be "passed" = green) 

 

Examples for attribute group 4 

Example 1: The attribute "Nutrient basis quantity / UOM [M072]" contains information so the 

requirements for the validation extension without technical adaptation are fulfilled. 

Data set Product image 

100 GRM 

 

 

➢ Result of the extended visual validation: In the data set, the information "1 PTN" is also 

expected.  

➢ Evaluation: Error (= red GS1 DQX Certificate) 
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Example 2: The requirements for the visual validation extension without technical adaptation are 
not fulfilled because there is no information in the attribute "Nutrient basis quantity / UOM [M072]".  

Data set Product image 

 

 

➢ The attribute is not yet checked.  

➢ Evaluation: not relevant (depending on the further validation results of the data 
set, the GS1 DQX Certificate can be "passed" = green) 
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